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Rosemarie was on the Side Hustle Show last November to share how she has taken 
her frugal living blog busybudgeter.com, from zero to 400,000 page views and netting 
$5k a month in revenue within its first year. Rosemarie achieved this rapid growth by 
generating tons of traffic from Pinterest and monetizing primarily with display ads. 

http://www.sidehustlenation.com/rosemarie
http://www.busybudgeter.com/


Fast-forward another year and Rosemarie has boosted her monthly income to more 
than $20k. She is still killing it with Pinterest but has diversified her traffic sources and 
income streams, and it looks like the upward trend is set to continue. 

What Does the Traffic and Income for BusyBudgeter Look Like a Year Later? 

With TheBusyBudgeter going from zero to 400,000 page views in its first year, it’s no 
surprise a lot more has changed within the second year. Interestingly, the page views 
have stayed around the same number at 400,000 a month, but the revenue has jumped 
up to being consistently over $20k a month, with Rosemarie’s record month being a 
massive $38k! 

Rosemarie explained that the biggest difference in how she approaches blogging now 
from a year ago is to diversify the traffic sources. Last year Pinterest was responsible 
for around 90% of the traffic to her site. This was a deliberate tactic, with Rosemarie 
adding, “I put all of my eggs in the Pinterest basket when the site was new.” Later 
transferring to an email list, and then promoting affiliates. 

Note: If you missed last year’s step-by-step guide on how to generate loads of free 
traffic from Pinterest, be sure to check it out here. 

Since then Pinterest has started allowing more ads on their platform which resulted in a 
dip in traffic. With her Pinterest system in place and largely automated, Rosemarie 
started focusing her time on driving traffic from other sources, “focusing primarily on 
user-to-content traffic sources,” she explained. Platforms like Facebook are user-to-user, 
while Google and Pinterest are “user-to-content” and are in her opinion easier to 
monetize. 

Increasing Revenue from $5k a Month to $20k 

With her revenue increasing significantly in the last 12 months I asked Rosemarie what 
she has been doing differently, she said, “I focused really heavily on my newsletter list.”  

Rosemarie now spends more time writing her newsletters than her blog posts and 
promotes a core group of ten products to generate income through affiliate sales. These 
are all products she has personally used and believes in, and this makes it easy to 
promote these to her list. In fact, Rosemarie said, “I found it really, really, easy to sell.” 

An example of this is grocerybudgetmakeover.com. This site has a course curriculum to 
take you through the steps of how you can save money on your grocery shopping. 
Rosemarie herself slashed her grocery bill by $16k a year after taking the course, she 
now promotes this as an affiliate by blending links in her blog posts and emails 
whenever it’s relevant. 

Growing an Email List and Delivering a High-Value Autoresponder Series 

When Rosemarie started blogging she admits she was just following the steps given to 
her in the Elite Blog Academy course she started with. But after figuring out how to drive 

http://www.sidehustlenation.com/pinterest-traffic/
https://www.grocerybudgetmakeover.com/
https://eliteblogacademy.com/


a lot of traffic from Pinterest to her site, she knew she needed to build up an email list to 
hold on to some of the traffic and continue to sell to her audience. 

So Rosemarie started adding lead-pages, opt-ins, and offering free gifts for email 
subscribers and this started capturing emails. Rosemarie says herself that she is not the 
most tech-savvy, so no customized opt-ins per blog post, instead she has a SumoMe 
Smart Bar opt-in at the top of her site, and a sidebar widget as her two main opt-in 
points. 

Last year she had around 10k on her mailing list, this has also grown significantly to 
around 36k now so things are working really well as they are. She recently switched 
from using Mail Chimp to using ConvertKit to handle her list and is also using ConvertKit 
to host her downloadable content from opting-in. 

When someone signs up for her list through her SumoMe Smart Bar they receive a 90-
day challenge called the “90 Day Budget Bootcamp” consisting of 1 email a week from 
her autoresponder series with a challenge to be completed. This is a course that she 
would have made a paid course, but wanted to offer value to her subscribers to build 
trust so offered it free for opting-in to her list. 

The goal of this sequence isn’t to make money, it’s to build trust. Rosemarie says if 
you can do this with your sequence you will be able to make money selling to your 
audience, she summed this up well by saying: 

“My goal is for them to come away from that challenge saying, ‘this girl changed my life.’” 

Blog Content and Other Monetization Methods 

Rosemarie is still using Adthrive as her display ads network and is very pleased with 
how well they are performing, saying, “They’re doing amazing, I’m up to almost $11 
RPM.” (For every 1000 pageviews, she earns $11, which apparently is quite high.) 
Rosemarie is also still accepting sponsored posts, and although she has tripled her rate 
she is very selective when choosing the brands to accept posts from and often doesn’t 
have any in a month. 

She is currently releasing a new blog post once a week and writes all the posts up front 
in a two-day time frame at the beginning of the month. This allows her to focus on other 
things knowing that her content for the month is taken care of. 

Rosemarie realized that budgeting is popular in January and her list is active around 
this time, but in the summer months “no one cares about budgets.” So she wrote a blog 
post about how she grew her blog and offered a free gift for opting-in with all the tools 
she used to grow her blog and some other information. This helped her grow a list of 
people interested in blogging and allowed her to develop a separate list from those 
interesting in budgeting, giving her a new audience to sell to. 

 

http://www.sidehustlenation.com/sumome
http://mailchimp.com/
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Changes to the Pinterest Strategy and Calculating Your ROI 

As mentioned earlier, Pinterest has been by far the biggest source of traffic for 
Rosemarie. She is diversifying her traffic now, but still gets a huge amount of Pinterest. 
Her methods have changed slightly over the last year however, Rosemarie says that 
Pinterest is now giving more preference to your own boards than before. So it’s 
worthwhile building up your own followers and promoting your content there as well as 
using the larger group boards. 

You can do this by using Boardbooster to loop your own content within your own boards 
on automation. If you have not used Boardbooster before or want to know exactly how 
Rosemarie built up such a large amount of traffic from Pinterest, check out her complete 
Pinterest Strategy Guide. 

Rosemarie does have a Facebook group with around 4k members, but doesn’t dedicate 
much time to it right now. She found her time is better spent on other areas, such as 
Google. 

Rosemarie is 8 weeks into an intensive three-month training course starting with the 
basics of Webmaster Tools and Analytics, and leading on to SEO. She has already 
seen an increase in organic traffic from 2% to 12%, and will be focusing more on this in 
the future to continue the trend of diversifying traffic and income. 

Rosemarie’s #1 Tip for Side Hustle Nation: 

“Calculate your ROI.” 

More Info: 

 http://busybudgeter.com 

 http://www.sidehustlenation.com/199 
 
Until next time! 

-Nick 
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